Mobile Force Protection - Counter Ambush (MFP-CA) Course

OBJECTIVE:
The objective of the MFP-CA course is to develop and/or further enhance troop individual and collective Mobile Force Protection & Counter Ambush technique proficiency through an intense, realistic and performance orientated course of instruction and situational based drills.

In today’s asymmetrical warfare environment, insurgent groups have capitalized on an often overlooked and less trained aspect of combat operations; Mounted Movements.

Vulnerabilities during individual vehicle and convoy movement present opportunity to enemy elements; IED’s, hasty and deliberate ambushes have proved highly effective and deadly to US Forces.

CSP’s Mobile Force Protection - Counter Ambush Course is derived by US Special Forces pre-mission training standards and has been instructed to US Army Special Operations Forces, US Air Force Para-Rescue and Air Advisory Teams as well as federal agents.

Students will receive instruction and practical exercise in:
- Pistol / Rifle Combat Marksmanship (CMMS)
  - Drive and Shoot
  - Shoot Through Glass
  - Transitions
  - Sling Manipulation (kit management)
  - Multiple Targets
  - Moving Targets
  - Target Discrimination
  - Index Shoot Techniques (strong and weak hand)
  - Triple-Tap
  - Failure Drills
- Vehicle Dynamics
- Vehicle Load Planing / Set Up
- Vehicle Recovery (deliberate / emergency)
- Route Planning
- Counter Surveillance Techniques
- React to Contact
- Vehicle Egress & Extraction
- Strong Hold Techniques

METHOD
Classroom lecture, performance orientated dry-fire, Simunitions® and live-fire exercises are conducted during this course. Classroom instruction will be limited; 90% instruction is conducted in a tactical (hand-on) environment. Role players trained by US Special Operations veterans will employ simulated IED’s, Simunitions® equipped weapons and operationally current threat Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP) against students as part of this course. “Hot wash” debriefs with the role players and video playback of student/role player scenarios are an integral part of this course.

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
Individual / unit common M-TOE Weapons, Body Armor, Helmet (MICH / Kevlar), Eye Protection, Hearing Protection, Duty flashlight (firearms mounted or hand held), Individual tactical attire, Hydration system, Gloves, Weapon Cleaning Kit.

Weapons and Ammunition (live and Simunitions) may be unit provided or provided by CSP’s Tactical Ranch at additional cost.

Ammunition Required:
- 5.56mm
- 9mm (if applicable)

500 rds

COURSE TUITION INCLUDES
50 hours instruction and a certificate of course completion. Please call for pricing. CSP / TR

PREREQUISITES:
U.S. and allied nation active duty military, reserve / national guard small units (fire team, squad, platoon size element). Student must meet branch of service physical fitness standard; this is a physically and mentally demanding course.

INSTRUCTORS:
Instructed by Special Operations Forces veterans who have served in and led some of America’s most elite units. Our cadre understands the challenges of today’s battlefield and all have extensive combat experience. Our instructors have designed MFP-CA course using safe, innovative training techniques which allow for the maximum training realism in a safe, controlled training environment. The techniques instructed are No-Nonsense, and Highly Efficient and complement US Small Unit Tactics doctrine.
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